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Juiy Meemg Demo
This rnontlTs meeting will be
held at Ilarpeth liilis Church of
Christ on Old Hickor/ Blvd in
Brentvvood, see back page for
directions.
The demonstration will be on
Chip Carving on turned objects
conducted Ernest ShenilL Tliere
will also be a short video, a discussion on the tools used and a
display of Erjiest's recent work.
See you there!

I hope that everyone is planning
to attend Our
TAW
Symposium in
August. I
believe that
we have a
great line up
of talented
artist who
200s TAW President

wiu oe sharDcnH Duer
ing with us
their knowledge and expertise in
woodturning and rnetal spinning. 1
look tbnA'ard to seeing our club
attendance increase this year!
John Jordan has just produced a
new videotape called.
"Woodiuniing: Green vVood Facts
and Myths". Many of you attended the taping of this video, and i
am sure that everyone is iooking
forward to seeing the edited version. In this video, Jolm tcaclies us
how to use green wood to turn .finished, refined pieces without
cracking, checking or distortion
that can min the piece. Jt need not
be nearly as complicated as many
would have you believe, and it can
be done with a m.mimum o f ftiss
and expense.
John is also about to ship his tirsi
shipment of John Jordan wood
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turning tools. Johm has spent many
years refining his style of lurriing,
using the bowl gouge and hook
tools. In August, John will begin
to ship his own personally
designed and custom made wood
working tools. Be on the lookout
for them!
f apologize for not being present
at our meeting in July, but I am
traveling to Texas to be with my
mother, i hope that you will ail
understand, and 1 will return a.s
soon as is possible. There will not
be a Saturday turning session in
July, due to my absence.
i look loiward io seeing you all
on my return.
Beryl Buer
President 2003
See Page #2 for the TAW
Syposiuni Registration form
Piease conip"ete the form and
bring it with you to the meeting
on July 1,2003
If you can not attend the
rneeting, please send it with
your check for $100 to;
Bill Gray
1109 Grandvlew Drive
Nashville, I N 37204
Safety Glasses or a Face Shield are
*R.eqtiiisi Equipment' when operating a woodturning lathe or any tod.
Retaember to practice safety at aU
times!

Please Complete attd return to Bill Ciray at tire
meeting on July !. 2003 or rcuuti vie US Mail
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Biii Qray
1109 Grandview Drive
Nashviiie, TN 37204
Registration fee = $100.00 until July J, 2003
Afrer Julv f, fee ^ $ i 10,00

l A W Annua] Symposium Sign-up Form
Where:

Arrowmont School of Awrts ami Crarts
Gatlinburg, T N

Whien:

August 22- 24, 2003

Name
Aciaress
City, ST Zip
Telephone
imaii
W i l l you be staying at Arrowmont?
Yes_
No .
W i l l you need to make reservations for meals?
Saturday:

Breakfast

Sunday:

Breakfast

llie Tennessee Turner

Lunch
_^

Yes

No.

Dinner

Lunch
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Jime Instant GaJlery
Mosi of the plwlos by Ruy Sundusky

Tom Yount made a beautifully finished
Cherry vessel with an inlayed lid.
Gary Martin showed off a turned and carved
vessel! made from Walnut

Ray Sandusky made
a large vase of Sugar
Maple that had brilliant fiddleback figure and birds eves.

Natural Edged bowls of Cherry and Maple

Gaiy martin also showed a hollcPiV vessel
nicide from Spalted flackherrv

James Wheaton showed us Vydlrnit Bowl
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I he L4ff Symposium will held
at A i nnvinont School in
GatUs'.burg on the weekend of
August 22 - 24. The early
regisimtion fee is $106.'
July 2003
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June Etemenstratioa
Repon - Pens with Pete
Prestos aad Doreev Tvnes

Dorsey Tynes picked up where
Pete left off and discussed the
fualerials lliai are available for
nen s,

H'oreis Si Photos by Rav Sandust]'

c demonstratioii for our June meetmeeting was presemed by Pete
Preston and Dorsey TLne.
Pete began the pre.sentation \A,qt.h a
reference to his fcli-tiiiie job of
being a Pastor, by saying that this
seemed a bit more difficnit than

clean as possible was one of the
secrets to success in making pens the other is good light!
Once the pen's banels are
formed, you then slide the pen's
iritenial mechanism into the barrel
- making sure the shorter one is on
the top and the grain is aligned
properly.

delivering a sennon. He did stick
to the regular formula of 3 main
points and something to think
about until the next time! The
three main points were:
Preparation
Turiiing
Assemblint'

The next step is to position the
pen on the vise and gently squeeze
the pen's parts together. At this
point It is important that you do
not oi-ershool the length of hte pen
because the mechaiusm is dilTicult
to get out of the barrel once it is
eated inside the wood.

Dorsey discussed the types of
wood that make the best pens, the
fimshes he uses to protect the
wood and the hands using the pen
and the intemai mechanisms as
well. He stated that he often uses
Corian to make pens. .For some
unknown reason be kept returning
to an Orange piece of Corian he
had on display. Tviusi be .something to do with a football team or
W

somethmg from a little school out
in Kmoxvilie...hm]tTiJTi.
.Any way. Doi'sey told us that he
uses the pens he makes as gifts to
his client;s - the better the clieru
the hetter the pen!

Pete shovved how the barret of the
pen is drilled, how it is i"nen
mounted on the lathe using the
mandrel arid tightened to reduce
slippage.
He primarily used a skew clhsei
to peifomi most of the tunhng and
indicated that making the ends as
Tlie Tennessee Turner

Both of these genllemen showed
us a thing or two that was new
about maidng pens and the materials that are used. Tlranks!
Since Pete is a Pastor, it is his
practice to use a cross sisaped clip.
We also asked him i f he uses
"Cross" brand pen mechanisms!

Next Month's Demonstration:
Ernest Sheaill and Chip Carving
on Fumed Items
July 2003

My Five Rules of Saudisg
(From the original draft o f an article,
"Sanding Savvy", published in American
Woodturnet, Spring 1999)

By Paiss Fairfield
Sanding is important, it is the
.second of the three steps in the
turniag process - turning, sanding,
and I'luishing. These steps are not
independent. A poorly turned surtace will require more lirae sanding, and a poorly sanded surface
w i l l result m a poor final finish.
We are usually overwhelmed with
infonnation on timiing tools and
finishing products. Eveiyone
wants to know about the latest
toofs and techniques, or the merits
of various finishing products and
which ones will give them "the
perfect finish". But nobody wants
to hear about sanding, and very little is ever published about it. In
fact, it is more important than the
finishing because the final finish
will only be as good as the surface
on which it is applied.
Sandpaper, The Tool
We can't discuss sanding without some knowledge about sandpaper (or cloth). The coram.only
used abrasives can be listed in the
order of their hardness, s.harpness,
and durability: Ceramics,
Aluminum Oxide, Silicone
Carbide, and Garnet. Akuninum
Oxide will r e m o v e wood faster
than Garnet because it is harder
and sharper, making a deep Vgrooved scratch pattern, on the surface, while the softer Garnet wears
faster and leaves a rrattem of shallovv 'J-shaped grooves. It makes
sense to start sanding with
Aiuminum Oxide and finish with
Garnet.
Don't buy cheap sandpaper.
The grit designations of sandpaper
do not represent a uniform fixed
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particle size. Rather, they are a
range of particle sizes; with the
majority of them being the stated
size. The number and size of the
particles that are different from
thai designated depends on the
equipment and the quality specifications of the abrasive manufacturer. Unless we have access to
tlreir product specifications, we
have lo rely on cither price or
experience to determine quality.
Chea.p sandpaper isn't necessarily
a bargain because it usually has a
broader range of particle sizes
within a designated grit size, and it
is the big ones that we don't want
because they leave deep scratches.
The Five Rules of Sanding
Everything that ] know about
sanding can be reduced to "The
Five Rules of Sanding". These
niles will siiorten the time between
laying down the turning tool and
realizing a museum quality finish.
Since sanding can't be ignored, we
can try to make it an easier task.
Two prerequisites to sanding
should be obvious. We can't see in
the dark, and we can't work when
we can't breathe. Always use a
bright incandescent light, the
brighter the better, white sanding
so that the scratch pattern on the
wood surface is clearly visible.
Fluorescent light has no shadows,
and the surface texture can be
almost invisible. A.iways wear a
dust mask while sanding, or better
yet, u,se both a dust mask and a
dust collector.
Rule 1 - Sandpaper is a cutting
tool, keep it sharp and keep it
clean.
Throw it away when it gets
dull. Don't use worn-out coarse
giit as a subsliiule for finer grit.
Worn-out 120-grit is just that, and
5

it cannot be used as a substitute
for 280-grit. The spaces between
the grit particles are like the gullets of a saw blade. The grit can't
remove wood when the spaces are
full. Clean both sheet and disc
abrasives with a block of crepe
rubber. (Yes, it works on sheet
when we lay it on a flat surface
and rub the rubber block across it).
Some turners glue a piece of rubber lo a block of wood that is then
attached to their lathe. Blocks of
natural colored crepe rubber are
available through most of the
woodworking catalogs, a $10.00
purchase that will la,st for years.
Do not use colored nibber, white
rubber, or any caulking rnaherials
because they contain dyes and silicones that can interfere with many
finishes.
Rule 2 - Refine the shape,
remove al! too! damage and torn
grain, and repair the surface
with as coarse an abrasive as
necessary to do the job B E F O R E moving through the
finer grits...
The only purfiosc for all subsequent sanding with finer abrasives
should be to refine and remove the
scratch partem made by the coarsest paper. If thei'e is torn grain or
other tool damage on the surface,
go .straight to a 60-grit, and don't
fool around with anything finer. It
makes no sense to brag about
never using anything coarser than
i80-grit, and then spend two hours
to do the same job that couid have
done in ion minutes with 60-grit.
T.he finer grit can be used, and for
a, shorter time, when we have
unproved our tool handling skills
during the tiuming phase of our
work.
Rule 3 - Sand through all of the
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progressiveiy finer grits without
skipping any of them, and don't
quit before 320,
\y start with 60 or 80,
and proceed through 100, 120,
150, 180, 220, 250, 280, 320, and
stop al 400, using whatever combination of power and/or handsanding that is appropriate to the
task. It is much faster to use all of
the abrasive grits in the smallest
increments possible, than to make,
large jumps in grit size. This is
particularly true at the coarse end
of the scale. Of course, we could
go directly from 60 to 320 grit i f
we had a lot of time and sandpaper
to waste.
Rule 4 - Remove all of the
scratches and the sanding dust
from the previous grit before
going to the next finer grit.
This step is faster when Rule 3
is also observed.
Rule 5 - Slow is good, and slower is even better.
There is a universal tendency to
sand too fast. Heat is tlie enemy.
Reep the sanding medium coo! bysanding slowly. And, the slower
moving abra.sive will remove more
material than one that quickly
"skates" across the wood surface.
Don't spin the piece in the lathe
so fast that the paper gets hot. I f it
burns your fingers, it i.s also burning the wood surface, and casehardening rather than cutting it.
We have ail experienced the situation where the sandpaper quit cutting, and it took a coarser grade to
break through the surface glaze,
only to have the same problem
when we used the finer sandpaper.
When this happens, slow down. 1
typically sand with a maximum
lathe speed of 250 RPM for most
work.
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It is very easy to generate too
much heat when power sanding
because we have no direct touch
with the abrasive. Heat will clog
the disc, and destroy either the
cloth backing or the sponge mbber
on the arbor. Just because we have
an electric drill wilh a top speed of
2400 RPM doesn't mean thai
wide-open is tlie best speed for
sanding.
The slower speed will remove
m.ore wood faster, the disc is easier to control, there is very little
airborne dust, and the sanding
discs will last longer. , 1 use a 3/8"
Black and Decker Magnum drill
for power sanding wherever it will
reach because it has an excellent
trigger control a-nd it will run continuously at less than 150 RPM.
There are many woodturners
who will argue that ranning the
disc Sander at a high speed while
the work is spinning slowly in the
lathe, rather than both al a high
speed, is the best way to go. To
them 1 say. try nmning both at a
lower speed and see i f the sanding
isn't just as fast and easier to control. Two other benefits w i l l be
less airborne dust and the sanding
discs will last longer.

If You Are Going To Sell
Your Work - Here are a Few
Hints
f>y Darrell Fellrnate
I f you ai-e going to sell your work,
sell it. i f you are going to give it
away, give it a\vay. 1 do both but
not at a craft sale. There 1 sell. Ask
a local pro wlial they charge per
hour for wood working and charge
accordingly. I f you undercharge
for a piece, people consider it
junk. I f you put 3 hours into a
bow! and charge .$10 'oucks for it,
you are admitting it is junk. It

6

likely is a beautiful howl but you
are, by action, calling it junk. Do
not sell our craft or our product
short. We are not making/selling
$3 Waimart salad bowls here.
Please note the adamant response.
A few hints about a subject about
which 1 feel deeply.
1) hobbyists compete with pros,
price so as to not put them out of
work.
2) sell the good stuff, give away
the good stuff, poor stuff'is kindling
3) do not hesitate to destroy tlie
mistakes, education is costly but
worth it and you learned in the
maidng
4) display the work well
5) avoid tlea markets, the stuff we
make is high class by its very
nature
6) price fairly and stick to your
price
7) avoid any sale that calls itself
Kraft with "K"
8) be personable and polite
9) remember that people will not
judge you, they will judge your
work
10) anticipate the person that says,
"nice piece. I think i will make
one." Give him (it is usually a
him) advice on how to do it,
preferably so his wife can hear.
She is the customer. This IS the
voice of experience.
I T) give any venue at least three
chances before you write it o f f (a)
surprises people that a wood mnier
is there (b) reminds them a wood
turner was there (c) they come to
buy i f buyers will ever come to
that venue.
12) remember that a good piece
will always sell i f the price is neither too high nor loo low.
Someone will love it.
13) have a lot of variety so as to
July 2003

have a good price range. 1 find a
couple of higli priced items bring
in people and are "credentials" of
ability but that it easier to sell five
$20 pieces than one $100 piece.
14) pick a couple of shows annually and do them well, better two
good ones than 20 rotten ones.
you rnay vi.sii Darrelrs persona!
website by using this UR L:
http;//vv\vvv.roundlijewoods.coin

Ttsnung Wood into Heiriooni
Hats
by: Kathy Witt
Chris Ramsey has made wearable
art in the fonn of delicately light weight yet sturdy wooden hats for
congressmen, governors, an
heiress, and the president of the
United States. A data cable specialist and carpenter by trade,
Ramsey's business, Knot-Head:
Turned Wood of Distinction,
began with a tree slated for the
landfill, a spouse's request, and a
touch of serendipity.
"Katby asked rne to make her a
wooden bowl with a flange so she
could put an ivy plant into it and
have the leaves flow over the
wood," recalls Ramsey. "1 was
already hooked on turning because
my identical twin brother, Da vid,
surprised me with a small Delta
lathe for a birthday gift."
Several weeks later wiiile sanding
the bowl, R.am.sey saw another
shape emerge in the cherry wood:
ati Arnish-type hat.
In bebvveen visualizing a hat in the
bowl's silhouette almost six years
ago to delivering the English walnut cowboy hat tor (jeorge W.
Bash last February, P.amscy cstimaies there are some 1,000 liand-
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tumed decorative, yet made-to-beworn hats. The first lOG or so
pieces were experimental as
Ramsey worked with different
hardwoods {cherry, walnut, maple,
and oak), practiced his skills, and
improved his technique. The latter
300-pius are rxumbered and dated
md note the type of wood from
which the iiat is made.
"The hats are gorgeous, real pieces
of art," says Tom Ralheit, a consultant forester m Lexington,
Indiana, who met Ramsey four or
five years ago at ilie Kentucky
Slate Fair. As Ramsey turned a hat
at his booth, Rathert spied one
made of wormy red rnaple and
conirnented on it.

"Jt was marked 'ambrosia maple,'
which sounds better than 'wormy
red maple,"" Rathert chuckled.
There is, in fact, an ambrosia beetie—loggers and foresters call it a
flag wonn—that attacks trees, creating vciy appealing coiois and
patterns a,nd making it the wood of
choice among Ramsey's customers
for cowboy, ladies' sun, and
Outback-style hats.
Rathert and his wife, Angela, O W T I
his-and-hers cowboy rials of
wormy red maple, as well as hat.s
made of big-leaf mapie burl and
red oak. Rathert likes to wear one
of his heirloom hats when he goes
to horse shows. "It fits just like a
regular liat, feels very light and
comfortable, anti i usually get a lot
7

of practice taking it off because
everyone wants to see it."
These days, besides wearing
F,arasey's wood creations, Rathert
is supplying some of the timber
for them in tlie w-ay of trees slated
for a landfill or to be burned or
buried. Ramsey himself spends a
lot of time inspecting and evaluating downed or felled trees in his
quest for the perfect piece.
"You can really show off a piece
of wood slated for the landfill with
a hat," says Ramsey.
What Ramsey idenufies as "perfect" is called a tree wart among
foresters and loggers. But these
diamonds in the rough, Imown as
burls, have something Ramsey
finds irresistible for his purpcses:
no gi-ain. He explains: "Inside a
burl, or ioiot, there is no directional grain pattern; the grain swirls
around inside itself. You just pick
the prettiest spot on the liat and
make th.at the front.
"It's a wonderful material to work
with, but the loggers don't want it
because, they can't sell it. Farmers
don't want it because they can't
split it for firewood. Millers don't
want it because it's not clean. This
is stuff loggers and farmers burn
and bury, but it's a dream, come
tpje f o r me and exactly what 1
need."
Ramsey turns gieen wood—wood
that is kept ivet in order to keep
the wood tfesh, pliable, and green.
"Most wood turners would take a
piece o f wood that has been kilndried or air-dried for a year before
they would turn. it. One thing
about doing hats is if you take a
dry piece of wood and do a hat,
you can't bend it. I f it's green, you
can bend it.
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"With the western hats, 1 can get a
piece of wood to curl up inside
itself three or four times over. It's
amazing what you can do with an
eighth of an inch o f wood,"
From each chunk of wood,
Ratiisey creates a full-size, wearable hat that measures from 12
mches (derby and tops hats) to 20
inches (sunliats) in diameter. The
leftover pieces of wood were oiisiiialiy viewed as potential {Irewood, but in a reversal of the
adage, "Mecessit>' is the mother of
mventioii," Ramsey figured oat
how to put the cut wood back onto
the lathe, "true it up and get it
round again," and make what are
now highly collectible miniaturc
hats and mirror tfames that he
tiinis with a decorative bead.
"Instead of gunking up our earth,
I'm using these trees to create
some pretty interesting pieces of
artwork."
"Chris Ramsey's wooden hats and
other items are truly works of art,—
in the folk art vem, perhaps—and
the skill, technical aspects, and the
total understanding of wood
required to create such marvels are
no less than remarkable," says
John Rice Irwin. " I have Imown
thousands of so-called craftspeopie, and only one or two are i n the
same league as Chris Ramsey,"
Irwin is the founder and owner of
the Museum of A,ppalacliia in
NojTis, Tennessee, billed as the
most authentic and complete replica of Appalachian pioneer life in
the world. Here he exhibits several
of Ramsey's hats in the museum's
second-ftoor folk art section in the
Appalachia Hall of Fame gallery.
"Everyone is most impressed with
these spectacular pieces, but it is
the more advanced artisans of
woodworking who appreciate the
hats m.ost. They m.arvel that such a
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feat could be done-ajad so do 1."
Bom in isew York City, Ramsey
was educated in Utah, California,
and Kentucky. Before he began
turning on a Delta lathe, he
worked as a technician in the electronies industry, a manager for a
construction, company, a builder,
and a facilities manager of a major
bank. Until January, he operated
his own business. Anjericaii
Network Cable. He is now an
av/ard-winning master turner
whose work has been shown all
over llie United States and in
Japan and Italy. He is a member of
the American Association of
Woodturners, Southern Highlands
Craft Guild, Sheltowee Artisans,
Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen, Louisville Area
\Wodtumers, Kentucky Art and
Craft Foundation, and Kentucky
Craft Marketmg Program.
"Chris' turned hats represent a
iruiy unique style of woodturning," says Fran Redmon of the
Kentucky Craft Marketing
rrograrn. "Kentucky boasts many
higlily talented woodlumers, and
his fanciful designs present this
craft in a totally innovative way
and are an exciting thing to see.
Vfe were thrilled to have him join
the Crafl Marketing Program and
parricipate in KenJiicky Crafted:
The .Market, in bis first show, his
hats were purchased by both
Governor Paul Patton and WFIAS
reporter BaiTv Bemsoti."
These aren't the only people
Ramsey would like to see sporting
his liats. His dream heads to fit are
Kentucky natives Jolm Michael
Montgomery and actress Ashley
Judd. Montgomer}' saw the hats at
bis concert in Somerset last year
and brought Ramsey backstage to
learn more about them. Due to the
country music singer's busy sched8

ule, though, Ramsey has yet to
measure his head. For Judd—a
well-known University of
Kentucky Wildcats devotee—he
envisions crafting a baseball cap
with a blue U K logo.
"She's always busy with a shoot,
but I'd really like to get her a UK
hat because she's such a fan," says
Ramsey, who happens to be a distant cousin of Judd's. "I'd actually
like to do one for all the Judds."
Ramsey uses a variely of woods
and finishes (matte and low, medium, and higli gloss) and designs a
number of styles: cowboy, derby,
top hat, baseball cap, fishing.
Outback, golf, and garden hats.
Brim sizes range from 12 to 20
inclies and crowii sizes range from
4 io 8 inches, depending on the
style of the hat. .Approximate
weight is 7 to 12 ounces. Cai-vings
are available as arc one-of-a-kind
hat stands. Prices vary according
to choice of wood, cai-ving, and
style. "The bats are so different
and so unique," says Ramsey.
"When people hear that you make
wooden hais, their first thought is,
'Tney must be so heavy,' but ii's
the kind of thing you have to
touch. They really hit a note with
people."

For more infoiinatiori about Cluis
Ramsey's wooden hats, contact
Knot-Head: Tumed Wood of
Distinction at 212 Ohio Street,
Somerset, K Y 42501, (606) 6772466, email aitisi@Iaiot-head.com
Web site: www.knot-head.corn.
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Calendar of Events
Aug 22 - 24: TAW Aiiiiual Symposium - Arrowmont
Sept 11 - 14: Collectors of Wood Art Forum 2003 - Santa Fe
ARROWMONT
Juiyl4-25:
Stoncy Lamar & Mark Gardner - Surface & Form
July 28-8/1: Michael Hosaluk & Kim Keizer - Pure Exploration, New Techniques
Aug 4-8
lodd Hover - Furning with the Grain
Sept 28-9/4 Bobby Clemons - Bowls, Bowls, Bowls
J . Campbell
Jul 27-8/2:
Aug 3-9
Sept 7-13

Folk School
Bobby demons - T U R N I N G - T O O L S , T E C H N I Q U E S & T I M B E R S
John Mascoil - T U R N I N G M A G N I F I C E N T V E S S E L S
Larry Hasiak - H O L L O W T U R N I N G FUNDAMJLNTALS

Appalachian
July 14-18;
July 21- 25:
July 28 - 8/1

Center For Crafts
Nick Cook - Basic Woodturning
Men vH Saylan - Plates, Platters & Bowls: Exploring the Open Form
Craig Nutt - Wood Carving

As Seen On the Internet
Compliledfrom posts on the reccrafts-woodturning newsgroup by Ray Sandusky
Q. I blow there is a relationship between the diameter of a spindle and. it's length that once exceeded, you
start getting whip. Is there a formula or does anyone have an idea what the ratio is?
A. /Vinazingiy tliin spindles can be tumed using chucks, leaving the laiisiock end unsupported and without
compression along the length. Work down to small diameters in short sections from the tailstock end towards
the headsiock. Once you have reaclted the desired diameter, sand and do not go back over that length. See
the article in a recent A AW journal about .string steady rests if you also want to get "real" long. By the way,
this is great exercise in too! control. Putting the work between centers compresses the piece and at some
point the reduced diameter will cause the piece to bow (or whip). You can still turn thin work this way with
steady rests or by using your "tool rest hand" to support the piece.
Q. J have only turned a little green wood but it is RE ALL Y the way to go. I was enjoying it so much 1 didn 7
notice what was happening to my lathe bed: rust was starting to form under the wet shavings on my lathe!'
What do you suggest for cleaning?
A. (, also mm green wood from tirae to time and get some rust build-ap on the lathe bed. Periodically 1 clean
it with WD-40 and 0000 steel wool. The WD-40 has an ingredient that cuts tlirough the rust, and the extra
tine steel wool helps to remove the residue. After it is fairly well clean (NOT polished), I rub it down with
rags to remove as much of the oi! as possible. So far, no problems with tailstock slippage.
O. / am experimenting with turning burl bowls but i am having problems cleaning up and finishing the natural outside edges. Any hints and tips would be appreciated.
A. I usually use tung oil on by bowls and when I cut natural edge, I soak the edges heavily with it.
The thing that I find is that sometimes the bark stays on and sometimes it does not. I've heard tliat i f a tree is
cut in the winter when the v/ater content is down, the bark \s more likely to stay on. 1 don't know i f it's really
true or not. A couple of times when turning, the edges have started to lift, I've soaked them with CA, let
them dry completely and then finished the mming. This has worked and kept the bark on. I just apply it all
around the edges. Another thing that I've e.Kperienced is getting a clean cut on the edge when turning. To
clean it up, I then take my final pass from the bark to the foot. This is difficult until you get used to it.
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] The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
T.AW meets the first Tuesday of each month in Brentwood, TIN and
periodicaily sponsors local exhibitions and denionstrations as well
as an

We meet the first
Tuesday of every month
at 7:00pm at the Harpeth
HiUs Church of Christ
Map to Monthly Meeting
Location

Teiinessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:
President
Vice President
ireasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board fviember
Board Member
Board .Member
.Board Member

Deryi Duer
Gary Martin
Bill Gray
Ray Sandusky
Gene Thomas
Fred Ta.kacs
Dave Collier
Randy Ti entham
John L ucas
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